
Sermon on the Mount – Lesson 10c          December 18, 2022 

True vs. False Converts (7:21-23) 

The final reason why so few enter the narrow gate: _______-_____________. 

Says =   

 
The duplication of the title “Lord” in addressing it to Christ indicates intense zeal, 

devotion, and ______________. 

 

Jesus declares without a doubt that it will not be enough to just ______ “Lord, 

Lord”, but the one who is saved is the one who does the ________ of God. 

Luke 6:46 – Why do you call Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ and do not do what I say? 
 
Will =  

‘that day’ refers to the day of _____________, referred to as the day of the Lord. 

To do something ‘in’ someone’s name means to speak on behalf of them, to 

claim association with them, to represent them, to use their ______________. 

Things that will be done in Jesus’ name by false converts: 
 

 

 

The Lord will wait until His day—the day of the Lord—to reveal the secrets of 

men’s hearts and to ___________ to all humanity who are His and who are not! 

Practice lawlessness =   

 

Profession of Christ and practice of lawlessness are totally ________________. 
 

Root problem: A willful failure to acknowledge the ______________ of God and 

the ___________ of their sin. 

They will not acknowledge their need for a _________________ to take their 

punishment. 

They will not acknowledge that they are unable to be _________ in God’s eyes. 

 
They want salvation on their own ___________. 

Solid Ground vs. Sinking Sand (7:24-27) 

“these words of Mine” refers to the entire __________ ____ _____ __________. 

 
Acts upon =  

 
Rock =  

 
Building on the rock is equivalent to obeying _________ __________. 

Founded =  

 
Foolish man =  

The man here is not foolish because his ________ is too dull to comprehend the 

truth, but because his _________ is too dull to place a value on what he’s heard. 

 
The house built on the rock is the life of ________________. 

 
To build on sand is to build on self-________, self-fulfillment, self-purpose, self-

sufficiency, self-______________, and self-righteousness. 

 
Like those who say, “Lord, Lord,” and do amazing religious works but really 

“practice lawlessness,” the false hearers build their religious house, but are self-

deceived as to its _____________. 

It is not enough to hear Christ’s sayings and ______________ them, hear them 

and remember them, hear them and talk of them, repeat them, or dispute for 

them; but we must hear and ______ ________ them. 

Jesus Is Like No Other (7:28-29) 

These two verses direct us to the ______________ rather than to the Sermon. 

The power of this sermon comes from the ____________. 

Amazed =  
 
Authority =  

 
What hearers of the Sermon on the Mount need is not amazement, but 

___________, not astonishment, but _____________. 


